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The Dashboard is the post-login homepage. It showcases popular companies, and the 

most recent deals, fundings and IPO news.

You can navigate PrivCo using the left-hand navigation bar available on all pages of 

the platform. This navigation bar is collapsible by clicking on the three horizontal lines 

at the very top left of the page.

Dashboard
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Navigate to an individual company profile from the top of any page using the search 

bar. You can search by company name or company website URL.

Profile Pages
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Individual Company Profiles

PROFILES INCLUDE

Current and historical revenue and 

employee counts by year

Executive-level contacts

Financial data confidence indicator Investors

Growth rates Funding details

Valuations Related companies

Other critical firmographics Detailed M&A activity

Ownership structure Corporate structure
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The top of the profile contains a snapshot of the company that includes a logo, a 

summary overview and a list of corresponding PICS and keywords.

Standard classification systems are limiting, so we created the PrivCo Industry 

Classification System (PICS) to more accurately reflect the modern business landscape 

and allow you to drill down and find the most suitable target companies and 

comparables possible.

Companies have only one industry, and keywords help further describe each 

company’s activities. Depending on your combination of these, each term will either 

further refine or broaden your search.

For example, Airbnb is a software platform, so its industry is Software & Internet 

Services and its keywords—Hospitality, Consumer Services, Booking, Software and 

Marketplace—provide additional information about its business.

Profile Pages
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Company Overview Section
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In this section you will find current and historical annual revenues, employee counts, 

additional KPIs as available, growth rates and our proprietary financial tier confidence 

indicators.

Profile Pages
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Financials & KPIs Section

Below each 

profile’s revenue 

and employee 

count history is a 

Diamond, Gold, 

Silver or Bronze 

rating, indicating 

the authority of 

our sources. 

Financial Tier 

rating definitions 

can be found on 

the next page. 
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PrivCo is the only private company 

platform that provides transparency 

into the authority of our sources 

with our financial data confidence 

indicators, called “Financial Tiers.”

Profile Pages
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Financials & KPIs Section

Financial Tier Definitions:

• Diamond profiles contain the most authoritative information. The financials are up-

to-date and come from regulatory filings or multiple other trusted sources.

• Gold profiles don’t contain enough authoritative data to be considered Diamond, 

but include revenue and employee data points from multiple reliable sources such 

as business journals, industry sources and news articles.

• Silver profiles contain at least one data point from a reliable source, and the rest 

have been inferred and modeled to fill in gaps. These profiles are directionally 

accurate as to the value and trend, but won't have the same degree of accuracy as 

Gold or Diamond.

• Bronze profile financial details have been validated through our various internal 

models. We do not have direct revenue or employee figure data points, but we have 

at least one indirect data point (e.g., location or 401(k) participant numbers) that we 

can extend and build around to give our clients a picture of the company's size.
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This section provides basic details including the location of corporate headquarters, 

growth rates and corporate structure.

Profile Pages
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Firmographics Section
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This section lists a company’s industry and keywords. Each industry or keyword is a link 

to a list of all companies that share that term.

Profile Pages
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Industry Classification (PICS) Section
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This section provides a 

comprehensive list of 

associated investors, date 

of most recent investment, 

as well as links to each 

investor’s individual profile.

Profile Pages
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Company Investors

This section includes 

management team 

members, job title and 

corresponding email 

addresses.

Executive-Level Contacts (When Available)
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Profile Pages
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Related Companies 

Discover New Companies in Orbit Around Your Key Targets

Each company profile includes a Related Companies section. Use this tool to adjust 

the lens by which you view and identify cohorts of companies that share key 

characteristics with your target companies.

Related Companies presents a dynamic list, allowing 

you to build multi-factor screens on the fly using a 

variety of attributes such as valuation, growth rates, 

ownership, funding attributes, acquisitiveness and 

stage of funding. 

How It Works

Lists default to the 10 

companies that share the 

most common attributes 

with the chosen company.

Simply toggle select 

attributes on and off using 

the buttons at the top of 

the list to dynamically 

change which companies 

show up.

If a company looks 

interesting, add it to a 

Watchlist from this section. 
See page 32 for more on Watchlists.
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Profile Pages
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Funding and Investment Sections

As applicable, company profiles contain funding and investment activity details as well 

as deal multiples.

The Funding Activity section includes overall details, specifics on each funding round 

(including valuation, when available), as well as links to each investor’s profile.

To view further details on 

each round, click the View 

Details button at the bottom 

right of each round. See the 

VC Funding section on page 

17 for information on these 

pages.

If applicable, the company’s 

investment history is available with 

further investment details via the 

View Details button. See the VC 

Funding section on page 16 for 

information on these pages.
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Profile Pages
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M&A Activity Section

If applicable, this section provides the company’s M&A activity history, including dates, 

names of each target, deal type, price and transaction multiple (if available), as well as 

links to target profiles and deal details. See the Deals section on page 16 for 

information on the Deal pages.
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Profile Pages
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Add a Company to Your Watchlist or Export Profile Data

Once you hone in on a target company, you can interact with the profile in a way that 

suits your next best step. 

The Add to Watchlist option is available to the right of the company name at the top of 

each profile. Learn more about Watchlists on page 32.

The Export button allows you to export the profile to PDF, Excel or, if you have 

Salesforce integration set up, you can push key details to your Salesforce account. 

See page 37 for details on Salesforce integration.

Note: You may encounter profiles of public companies on PrivCo for a few reasons. First, we track 

the investment activity of public companies. We also have profiles of companies that were either 

formerly private and have since IPO’d or were acquired by a public company. You will come across 

these profiles on PrivCo because we maintain an archive of financial performance prior to exit, as 

well as details of any private market transactions on a forward-looking basis.
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Investor Profiles

The Investor profiles include basic firm information such as location and investor type, 

investment preferences, company contacts and a historical record of private market 

transactions.

As with the company profiles, you can export this data to PDF or Excel or view the 

details of each event. Page 17 provides details on the VC Fundings profiles.
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Investor Profiles

M&A Deal History

The Deal profiles include transaction details such as date, stake acquired, type, 

currency, amount, target company, acquirer, sellers, transaction multiples and any 

relevant notes. 

You can export the data found here to PDF or Excel.
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Investor Profiles

VC Fundings

The VC Funding profiles includes transaction details such as date, series, amount, 

investor details and any available valuation multiples. 
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Advanced Searches

Pair our unique data sets and unrivaled data quality with our Advanced Search 

discovery tools to unearth new opportunities.

We offer five advanced search options, available on the left-hand navigation pane from 

any page:

While all Advanced Searches allow you to filter by geography and industry, each has a 

unique set of screening criteria.

• Private Companies

• Investors

• Fundings

• M&A Deals

• PE Deals
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Advanced Searches

Private Companies

Quickly refine your search by revenues, employee counts, growth rates, ownership 

structure, location, industry, keywords and VC or M&A activity. 

PRO TIPS:

You can choose to “Include 

Companies with pre-revenue or 

unconfirmed revenue” by checking the 

box under the Choose Revenue Growth 

Rate section. If the funding round size is 

important to your search, leave this box 

unchecked.

You can also choose to “only include” 

or “exclude” companies with VC and/or 

PE funding under the Employees and 

Ownership Criteria section.
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Advanced Searches

Private Companies

The Location field is a text box that allows you to select one or more cities, states, 

regions or countries.

PRO TIPS:

PRO TIP:

You can find cities by 

entering in zip codes and 

you can find states by 

entering the two-letter postal 

abbreviation.

This search uses both industries and keywords, allowing you to change the lens by 

which you are viewing a collection of companies.

Note: This functionality is only available for Private Company Advanced Searches.
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Advanced Searches

Private Companies

Note that when entering a term in the 

search box, it will provide you with 

options and will indicate whether each 

option is an industry or keyword.

To view a list of all industries, click the “Show all industries” link below the text box. 

The industries are categorized by sector. Click on the + next to the sector to view the 

underlying industries. Check the boxes next to the industries you’d like to include in 

the search or check the box next to the sector to include all industries listed 

underneath. Note that you cannot search by the sector name itself, just by the 

industries underneath. 
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Advanced Searches

Private Companies

Depending on your search combination of industries and keywords, each term will either 

further refine or broaden your search.

For example, Airbnb is a software platform, so its industry is Software & Internet 

Services and its keywords—Hospitality, Consumer Services, Booking, Software and 

Marketplace—provide additional information about its business.

How to Search by Industry, Keyword or Both

When creating a new search, consider this example using the Apparel space:

Searching by the industry Apparel Retail limits the search to companies that have 

"Apparel Retail" as their industry.

Searching instead by the keyword Apparel expands this universe, providing results across 

multiple industries. Using a more specific keyword such as Footwear will narrow your 

search.

Searching for companies that have both the keywords Apparel and Manufacturing refines 

the search in a different way.

Other Tips and Tricks

When searching by multiple keywords, 

you'll want to choose 

between Contains All and Contains 

Any. Because a company can only 

have one industry, including multiple 

industries uses a Contains Any logic.
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Advanced Searches

Customize Private Company Search Results Columns

To view the criteria most relevant to your search, adjust the columns included on your 

search results using the Add Columns button at the top right of the page.

Note: This functionality is only available for Private Company Advanced Searches.
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Advanced Searches

Refine Your Private Company Search in Two Ways:

Option 1: The Revise Search button will take you back to the Advanced Search 

functionality, allowing you to adjust your search criteria. This functionality is available 

for all Advanced Searches.

Option 2: Refine your results directly on the search results using the dropdown 

arrows next to the columns. All columns are editable here with the exception of 

Company, Company Age and Industry. 

Sort your results using a specific column by clicking the dropdown arrow next to each 

column header (with the exception of the Industry column).

This functionality is only available for the Private Company Advanced Search.

Note: The search results pages defaults to 

hide the left-hand navigation. To expand and 

view the navigation pane, click on the three 

horizontal lines at the very top left of the 

page.
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Advanced Searches

Investors

Investor search criteria 

options include:

• Investor type

• Preferred stages

• Investment activity dates 

• Industry preferences
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Advanced Searches

Fundings

The Fundings search is essentially two searches in one: You can either search by 

Funding Round Size or Total Funding Raised. 

This search defaults to Funding Round Size and can be changed to Total Funding 

Raised using the check boxes at the top of the search criteria. You cannot search both 

options at the same time.

Search criteria options 

include:

• Funding round size or

Total funding raised

• Date range

• Investor type 

• Funding type

Note the option to “Include 

Rounds of Unspecified Size” 

at the bottom of the Search 

Type section. If the funding 

round size is important to 

your search, leave this box 

unchecked. 
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Advanced Searches

M&A Deals

M&A Deals is a broad search and will include PE deals.

M&A Deals search 

criteria options include:

• Deal size

• Date range 

• Ownership 

Note the option to “Include 

Deals of Unspecified Size” at 

the bottom. If the deal size is 

important to your search, 

leave this box unchecked. 
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Advanced Searches

PE Deals

PE Deals search criteria 

options include:

• Deal size

• Date range 

• Additional target funding 

Note the option to “Include 

Deals of Unspecified Size” at 

the bottom. If the deal size is 

important to your search, 

leave this box unchecked. 
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Advanced Searches

Save Your Search

The Save Search button allows you to save your entire search. You’ll be prompted to 

create a name for your search.
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Advanced Searches

Saved Searches

Once saved, you can find these at any time on the Saved Searches page. To navigate 

to this page use the three horizontal lines at the very top left of any page and click on 

Saved Searches.

These lists are dynamic, which means that when you access the search from this page, 

your results will reflect the most current universe that meets its criteria. To view the 

Search Criteria, click the + next to View Details.
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Advanced Searches

Export Your Search

You can export your results for further analysis. 

Export options include Excel, Salesforce or, for those with API access, you can export 

the Company Profile IDs in order to call down the corresponding data sets in PrivCo’s 

API. To learn more about API integration, contact your Account Manager or email us at 

sales@privco.com.

You can export the entirety of your results (within the data export limits) or you can 

select multiple companies across search results pages to include in an export.

Before you export, you will be shown the number of rows you are downloading 

versus your remaining quota, providing visibility into what you’ve used thus far and 

allowing for seamless management of your data extraction limits.
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Watchlists

The Watchlists allow you to organize and stay on top of the companies you find 

interesting. Create multiple Watchlists and organize them into collections that fit into 

your workflow.

When a relevant update has been made to one of the companies on your Watchlist, 

you will receive an email alert.
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Watchlists

The Watchlists show each company's financial details, including current revenue and 

employee numbers, growth rates and any relevant funding details.

You can export the data included on the full company profile directly from the Watchlist.
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Watchlists

You can add companies to your Watchlists from each company’s profile page or 

Related Companies section. You can also create a new watchlist during this process. 
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PrivCo Chrome Extension

All clients have access to the PrivCo Chrome Extension. Add the extension to your 

Chrome browser and when you navigate to a company website for which we have a 

profile, the extension will turn blue and provide quick access to the company’s data.

To download the PrivCo extension, you must use Chrome as your web browser. 

Navigate to the Chrome Store.

Using the search box, find the PrivCo app and click Add to Chrome.

A message will pop up asking if 

you want to “Add PrivCo?” Click 

the Add Extension button.

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/
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PrivCo Chrome Extension

Once you’ve added the 

extension, a grey box with 

a “P” will appear to right of 

your browser bar.

The next time you 

navigate to a company 

website for which PrivCo 

has a company profile, 

the PrivCo extension will 

turn blue. 

Click on the blue extension box and a window will 

pop up. The first time you navigate to this 

window, you will need to log in. 

Once logged in, clicking on the blue chrome 

extension will provide you with high-level 

firmographic details, as well as a link to the full 

PrivCo profile.
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Salesforce Integration

Salesforce integration is available to subscribers with a PrivCo Professional license.

To set up Salesforce integration you will need help from your Salesforce administrator 

(this will be someone in your organization). To request API set-up instructions, give us a 

call at (212) 645-1686, email your account manager or email us at sales@privco.com.

Once your administrator has set this up, each user can first navigate to their dashboard 

and then copy this URL https://www.privco.com/salesforce/connect and paste it into 

your browser, then click the “Connect” button and log into Salesforce via PrivCo.

mailto:sales@privco.com
https://www.privco.com/salesforce/connect
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Salesforce Integration

Once you have logged into Salesforce via PrivCo, you can now push the following data 

to Salesforce by clicking on the Salesforce button on the company profile:

• Company name

• Description

• Most recent revenue number

• Most recent employee count

• Corporate headquarter address

• Website

• Phone number

• Fax

Important note: Each piece of data will only show up for you in Salesforce if you have 

a corresponding Salesforce field. Please speak to your Salesforce administrator about 

this. 
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Salesforce Integration

You will be asked to either create a new record or update an existing one. If our 

system detects a duplicate within Salesforce, you will be alerted and a new record will 

not be created. You’ll need to go back and choose “Update Existing Record.”
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Further Assistance

We welcome your questions and input. You can reach us weekdays from 10:00 a.m. to 

6:00 p.m. Eastern at support@privco.com or (212) 645-1686.

Questions or Suggestions?

Invite Your Colleagues to PrivCo

PrivCo is a critical resource for many different teams across various organization types. 

We invite your colleagues to see firsthand how PrivCo can accelerate their research and 

discovery efforts. 

PrivCo use cases include:

• Business development

• Competitive intelligence

• Corporate research 

departments

• Sourcing targets

• Deal comps

• Transaction/valuation multiples

• Deal sourcing and origination

• Valuation comps

• Sales acceleration

• Risk and compliance

• Corporate/strategic 

development

• Prospect and lead/coverage 

segmentation

• Pitch book development

• M&A list generation

• Market intelligence

• Due diligence

Contact your Account Manager or email us at sales@privco.com to 
explore subscription access for your colleagues. 


